Modern surgery

Comprehension: (8pts)
1. Format: (1.5pt)
   3 verbs: look – put – had

2. True/ false: (1pt)
   a- False  b- True  c- False  d- True

3. Answering questions: (3.5pt)
   a- His lungs killed him. (2)
   b- In a car accident. (1.5)

4. Word – reference (1pt)
   - Dr. Christian Bernard
   - Heart
   - The man
   - Plastic hands

5 – Definitions: (1pt)
   a - transplant
   b - healthy

Text Exploration: (8pts)
   a. Capital letters, punctuation: (1.5pts)
      Was Louis Pasteur a famous French scientist?

   b. Opposites: (1pt)
      Unhealthy – useless – unreal – immoral

   c. Spot the mistake: (1.5pts)
      Science has made
      Longer than

   d. Silent letters: (2pt)

   e. Transformation: (2pts)
      A heart was transplanted by C.B in 1967.
      Are able to transplant.

Written Expression: (4pts)
   Form = 2pts
   Content = 2pts